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Concurrent-in-Memory Style
On supercomputers such as the ES, the simulation data is usually extremely large, possibly up to terabytes scale. It is very difficult and time-consuming to transfer such kind of data to the client machines even for simplified visual primitives. Meanwhile, it is impossible to perform visualization on a single processor client machine due to the limitation of memory. Therefore, we have developed the concurrent-in memory style so as to perform the concurrent visualization with computation on the ES. Almost all of the visualization, including data filtering, mapping and rendering, is executed on the ES in highly parallel and images or a sequence of images are generated directly, the size of which is independent of the size of the original dataset. This style is available for arbitrarily large data size.
Concurrent in-Time Style
We also developed the concurrent-in -time style by which the large-scale computation modules run on M PEs and parallel visualization modules run on NPEs, concurrently. By this style, 'real-time' steering can be made during computation and a different number of PEs can achieve better configuration between computation and visualization according to their time cost.
BROAD GRID APPLICABILITY
Our parallel visualization library can be applicable for many kinds of mesh types in scientific computing, including regular grids for FDM, particles for DEM, and hybrid unstructured grids for FEM. The grids can be very complicated in FEM computing, and consist of unstructured; hybrid of tetrahedra, hexahedra, and prism; and hierarchical grids. Effective visualization algorithms were adopted for different grids, respectively. The library can select the optimum method automatically according to the mesh type.
Fast Shear-Warp Method for Regular Grid
Shear-warp method [4] has been recognized as the fastest volume rendering to date. And it is very easy to parallel and can obtain high parallel performance because the shear step enables the algorithm to operate in object space with high memory locality. Many parallel shear-warp algorithms have been presented [5] . Our library can get much better performance especially on supercomputers with vector processors compared with the ray tracing volume rendering method. Fig.1 gives an example generated by the parallel shear-warp method. Using 8 PEs on the ES, it can generate 16 rotation animation frames with 800x800 pixels in about 49 seconds. Kushida at the University of Tokyo).
3.2
Detail-Preserving Voxel Resampling Method for Unstructured Grid Supervoxel repartition and voxel resampling were adopted in our parallel volume rendering (PVR) method for complicated unstructured grids. Huge amount of resampling voxels not only slow down the volume rendering speed but also involve the memory problem. We present the detail-preserving, regular resampling-based PVR method which is based on a hybrid data structure of voxels and unstructured elements [6] . By attaching some original unstructured grid elements into important voxels, all the details of the original data field can be well kept.
Moreover, it can keep geometric information of boundary surfaces in correct normal direction and generate correct and precise geometric shape of isosurfaces. Four kinds of details are defined in our method, including volume, interval, boundary and isosurface details. The voxels containing these details are regarded as "important" voxels where the overlapped grid elements are added. Fig. 2 gives some examples generated by our PVR method for unstructured datasets. 
Combination of Geometric-and Image-Based
Rendering for Particles In order to get good visualization quality and high parallel performance for large particle display, a combination method of geometric-and image-based rendering was adopted in our library. Each particle is modeled as a sphere with different radius. For each particle, if the projection area on the screen of the particle is less than 9 pixels, image-based rendering will be used to get the particle intensity directly by its color attribute multiplying a predefined texture template of sphere projection. Otherwise, ray casting method will be used to get good quality display. The intersection points and corresponding normal vectors are calculated by the equations of the particle sphere and the casting ray. Fig. 3 gives the visualization results generated by our library for particles. 
PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION FOR DIFFERENT PLATFORMS [6]
4.1 Different Optimization for Scalar and Vector Processors Vector processors usually can achieve much higher speed than scalar ones. However, the conditions for applying vectorization are very strict. In most cases, it cannot be vectorized automatically if we do not re-design algorithms and re-organize codes well to make it suitable for vector performance. Therefore, we need to use different algorithms and data structures for the two kinds of machines. For example, in PVR module, Branch-on-Need Octree (BONO) [7] is used in our implementation. This not only can save much storage space but also can accelerate the rendering speed by fast skipping empty or transparent voxels. However, the algorithm does not work so fast on vector machines because the BONO data structure cannot be vectorized at all. Since vectorization is the most important factor in obtaining good performance for vector machines, we had to give up the BONO data structure and use original regular grids which can be defined as a linear array and easily vectorized.
In algorithm, exploring and making full use of many kinds of coherence has been an important focus in the area of computer graphics, whereas dependency removal is an important topic for getting high vector performance.
Different Optimization for Uniform and Hybrid
Memory Machines Nowadays, SMP cluster machines (hybrid memory) such as the ES become more and more popular. It is very important to study how to take advantage of their memory architecture.
First, on SMP cluster machine, we applied the three-level hybrid parallelization programming model for the visualization library. That means message passing for inter-SMP node communication, loop directives by OpenMP for intra-SMP node parallelization and vectorization for each PE.
Meanwhile, we developed the suitable visualization algorithms to fit for the hybrid architecture [6] . For example, we adopted a hybrid-space parallel in our PVR module. Object-space parallel can be used among SMP nodes in order to reduce the data size on each SMP node, and image-space parallel is used in each SMP node to take advantage of its shared memory. By hybrid-space parallel, we can avoid the storage problem for large datasets, the communication bottleneck for large numbers of PEs, and obtain a good load balance in each SMP node.
Furthermore, a multi-coloring strategy was adopted to remove data race in thread parallelization.
We applied our PVR module to a Pin Grid Array (PGA) computer board dataset to reveal the distribution of the equivalent scalar value of stress. This 3D unstructured dataset contains 6,263,201 vertices and 5,886,640 grid elements. We tested it on the ES using 1 node (8PEs) to 10 nodes (80 PEs) for the same data size by pure MPI, hybrid parallelization (MPI+mi-crotasking), and three-level parallelization (MPI+ microtasking+vectorization) models respectively. Fig.4 shows the comparison of the three parallel models in terms of speedup performance. We can see hybrid parallelization especially three-level hybrid parallelization can improve parallel performance significantly on the ES.
HIGH VISUALIZATION QUALITY
Exploring good color mapping functions is very important for maintaining visualization quality. HEC-MW parallel visualization library not only provides very convenient ways for users to define nonlinear color mapping, but also provides an automatic, best color mapping style which is based on the inverse histogram transform of the data distribution. Meanwhile, in order to improve the quality of volume rendering, we have developed many types of opacity transfer functions which are convenient for users to define suitable opacity distribution profiles, such as emphasizing high gradient regions, highlighting feature data intervals, etc. Some examples are shown in Fig. 5 . 
